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Preface

This is a report to the ICANN Board, the ICANN organization staff, the ICANN community, and, more broadly, the Internet community from the ICANN Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC) about routing security.

The SSAC focuses on matters relating to the security and integrity of the Internet’s naming and address allocation systems. This includes operational matters (e.g., pertaining to the correct and reliable operation of the root zone publication system), administrative matters (e.g., pertaining to address allocation and Internet number assignment), and registration matters (e.g., pertaining to registry and registrar services). SSAC engages in ongoing threat assessment and risk analysis of the Internet naming and address allocation services to assess where the principal threats to stability and security lie, and advises the ICANN community accordingly. The SSAC has no authority to regulate, enforce, or adjudicate. Those functions belong to other parties, and the advice offered here should be evaluated on its merits.
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Executive Summary

Like all other Internet applications, the Domain Name System (DNS) depends on the Internet’s routing system, which controls the data paths across the Internet’s more than 70,000 autonomously managed networks. A longstanding problem with the routing system is that its key protocol, the border gateway protocol (BGP), does not protect against incorrect routing information. BGP was designed in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s when the Internet consisted of only a few hundred networks that all trusted one another. As the Internet grew and the number of networks increased, the number of routing incidents increased and this implicit trustworthiness waned. The routing system today is subject to a continuous stream of routing anomalies that affect its integrity and that sometimes cause large DNS outages. For example, in April of 2018 attackers were able to “hijack” routes to Amazon’s Route53 DNS services, which resulted in DNS traffic for domains hosted on this service ending up at a different destination network where it was served by malicious DNS servers.

In this report, the SSAC discusses events like these and what impact similar incidents can have on the DNS, surveys the pros and cons of various solutions, and discusses future security extensions of the routing system (e.g., path validation). The main focus of this report is on the security and stability implications for the DNS, although most of it also applies to other types of Internet applications (e.g., email, web, media streaming).

This report provides a tutorial-style discussion accessible to non-technical members of the ICANN community and elsewhere (e.g., policy makers and legal experts). It does not contain any recommendations to the ICANN Board. Because this report is intended to be understandable to a non-technical audience, it sometimes simplifies technical details that are not relevant to the discussion.
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1 Introduction

As listed in the ICANN Bylaws, one of the SSAC’s roles is to, "advise the ICANN community and Board on matters relating to the security and integrity of the Internet's naming and address allocation systems." This report examines the security and stability of the Internet's routing system, primarily as it pertains to operators and users of the DNS. It documents this space in an effort to help the larger ICANN and Internet policy communities understand these technologies and the issues surrounding them. The report also provides advice to DNS operators on how they can better secure their routing infrastructure.

Much has been written about Internet routing security in other venues, in academia, and in the Internet routing community. The major contribution of this report is to examine Internet routing security from the perspective of those primarily concerned with operating DNS infrastructure, and with a focus on issues that are relevant to the larger ICANN community.

1.1 Intended Audience and Use

This report will make significant references to the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). While the document gives some background, for readers unfamiliar with BGP, there are many useful overviews of the protocol online.2

The intended audience of this report are those who operate their own DNS, network or routing infrastructure. Some organizations outsource the operation of their DNS or other networking infrastructure to large providers, thereby outsourcing the knowledge required to operate routing infrastructure. This report may still be useful to those who choose to outsource, because it covers topics that someone outsourcing should ensure their vendor is capable of competently handling.

While this report is aimed at the DNS audience, and so implicitly an audience that is familiar and concerned with DNS operations, the operators of other types of Internet infrastructure may also find useful information in this report.

1.2 Background

The Internet is a network of networks: it consists of more than 70,000 autonomously managed networks that collaboratively transport data from one machine on the Internet to another.3 As a result, a data flow that traverses the Internet usually passes through a sequence of intermediate networks. However, the end points are typically unaware of these intermediate networks. To these end points the Internet is a black box where they simply put in packets that come out at the remote destination. End points do not have any control over which networks their data passes through because each intermediate network has its own view of the Internet, and therefore makes its own decision for the next best network to pass the traffic through.

---

1 See ICANN Bylaws, Section 12(b)(i), https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/governance/bylaws-en/#article12
Figure 1 illustrates how the Internet transports data for a set of DNS messages. The top of the figure (above the solid line) shows the typical DNS behavior:

1. Client C queries recursive resolver D for the IP address of www.example.net.
2. D iteratively queries the authoritative name server(s) in the DNS.
3. D returns the IP address (192.0.2.1) to C.

For readability, Figure 1 combines the multiple request-response interactions between D and the authoritative name servers into a single bidirectional arrow.

The bottom of the figure (below the solid line) shows that each of these DNS entities (client, resolver, and authoritative server) exist in an autonomous system (AS), or network. For client C to query recursive resolver D the query travels from AS1 → AS2 → AS3, and the response travels AS3 → AS2 → AS1. Likewise, for recursive resolver D to query authoritative server A its traffic travels from AS3 → AS6 and the response traffic travels AS6 → AS3. These DNS entities, like nearly all computers on the Internet, are typically unaware of the one or more networks through which their queries, as well as any responses they receive, may traverse.

The three DNS entities in Figure 1 are part of an AS (AS1, AS3, and A6), but they are drawn outside the ASes to emphasize that the DNS uses the Internet’s routing and forwarding system, just like any other application.
1.3 The Border Gateway Protocol

BGP is the primary routing protocol used on the Internet. It allows a collection of network devices all running the BGP protocol (BGP speakers) to each learn which connected network provides the best path to a destination (IP address prefix). The basic approach is very simple: each BGP speaker tells all its neighbors about what it has just learned, but only if this new information alters its local view of the network (i.e., it uses the information itself). This is a lot like a social rumor network, where every individual who hears a new rumor that interests them immediately informs all their friends. With BGP, each time a neighbor informs another BGP speaker about a change in reachability to an IP address prefix, that BGP speaker compares this new information against its current knowledge of that prefix. If this new information describes what the local device considers a more preferred path to the prefix, then the BGP speaker tells all its immediate BGP neighbors of this more preferred path, implicitly citing itself as the next hop or viable path to reach the destination. If this new information describes the removal (i.e., withdrawal) of the IP prefix, then the BGP speaker removes the withdrawn path and informs its neighbors.

There is an implicit trust model in the BGP protocol, in that every BGP speaker trusts every other BGP speaker to only announce destinations for which they intend to provide reachability. This is the critical security factor for the Internet’s routing system. If any BGP speaker does not adhere to this process and tells its neighbors incorrect information, then receiving BGP routers may use this incorrect information when calculating packet forwarding decisions. This can result in passing packets past observation points or disrupting network connectivity altogether.

How can other BGP speakers tell if a BGP speaker is not behaving as it should? This is the central question for routing security.
1.4 Hypothetical Route Hijack

Figure 2: Hypothetical Route Hijack affecting the DNS

*Figure 2* shows a routing hijack in progress. The user of the mobile phone C wishes to visit www.example.net, and must first perform a DNS lookup to discover its IP address. The mobile device first sends a DNS query to DNS resolver D, its configured recursive resolver. The correct route for this query is AS1 → AS2 → AS3. However, in *Figure 2*, AS4 has announced the IP address space of resolver D as well, and because of this AS1 believes that their best route to resolver D is AS4, not via AS2.

This means the query from client C travels along the path of AS1 → AS4, and is then sent to the malicious recursive resolver M in AS4. M responds to the DNS query indicating that 203.0.113.1 is the IP address of www.example.net instead of the legitimate address 192.0.2.1 resolver D would have provided. As a result, C contacts the address that M returned, where there is likely a malicious server provisioned, enabling the user to be phished.

A routing hijack such as the one in *Figure 2* thus has the effect of compromising the integrity of the DNS. Unless the client performs DNSSEC validation, which is rarely implemented in clients, it will trust the DNS response sent to it by the malicious resolver. Users have little or no visibility into the routing system, or the DNS, and therefore will not notice this kind of attack, which can make this kind of route hijack particularly insidious.
2 Examples of Routing Incidents

This section contains some examples of incidents where propagation of spurious routes have negatively affected users and operators of Internet infrastructure. The small set of examples here should not be misconstrued to indicate that routing incidents are uncommon. A continual stream of observed routing anomalies are noted by BGP observatories, and the selection criteria used for these examples illustrates the diversity of the incidents, and the diversity of intent behind them. Most of the observed incidents can be attributed to mistakes rather than intentional actions, and the intent behind these actions is often difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain. It is also difficult to assess the damage these incidents cause. The implications of many routing incidents are seldom fully understood.

2.1 Youtube / Pakistan Telecom

On February 24, 2008, the popular online video streaming site YouTube (youtube.com) was globally unreachable for approximately two hours due to a misconfiguration at Pakistan Telecom. Engineers at Pakistan Telecom were directed to block Pakistan users from accessing YouTube. They attempted this by creating a more specific route in their own network for YouTube's IP addresses. Unfortunately, this more specific route leaked out of Pakistan Telecom to their upstream provider, PCCW Global, who then preferred this route and propagated it to the rest of the Internet, thereby directing all traffic intended for YouTube to Pakistan Telecom.


2.2 MyEtherWallet / Route53

On April 25, 2018, the Ethereum trading site MyEtherWallet (myetherwallet.com) was attacked by unidentified criminals using a BGP hijacking attack. Ethereum is a blockchain-based cryptocurrency similar to Bitcoin. The criminals were able to steal about $150,000 in Ethereum from users in the approximately two hours during which they were able to redirect users to their malicious server.

The attackers injected more specific routes for some of Amazon’s Route53 servers, the authoritative DNS provider for MyEtherWallet. Unlike the YouTube / Pakistan Telecom incident described in Section 2.1, this was an attack on the authoritative DNS servers of the actual target. By hijacking the routes to the target's authoritative DNS servers hosted at Route53, the attackers were able to answer DNS queries to direct victims to the attacker’s server that impersonated the real myetherwallet.com.

---
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The attackers announced the routes via eNet Inc, who then announced the routes to their upstream provider, Hurricane Electric, who then announced them to all of their customers. The attackers then hosted their own authoritative DNS servers for MyEtherWallet that directed users to the attacker's server where users were robbed of their Ethereum.

Many domain names hosted at Amazon's Route53 DNS service were affected by this attack, not just myetherwallet.com. The DNS servers that the attackers used only responded to queries for myetherwallet.com, so all other names that were queried returned SERVFAIL. Thus, for approximately two hours some Internet users could not resolve any names hosted on Amazon's Route53 DNS service. The effects of such an attack are proportional not only to the duration of the hijacking event, but also to the time-to-live (TTL) of the DNS responses (i.e., indicator of how long to hold a DNS record in a resolver cache) provided by the attacker's purportedly authoritative DNS name server.

2.3 Safe Host / China Telecom

On June 6, 2019, traffic from multiple locations on the Internet was routed through China Telecom for roughly two hours. The incident began when Swiss-based hosting company Safe Host erroneously advertised more than 70,000 routes to China Telecom. China Telecom then advertised these routes to its neighboring networks instead of filtering them and began receiving traffic for those 70,000 networks.

2.4 3ve

3ve (pronounced “eve”) was a massive multifaceted operation to defraud advertising networks by using hijacked IP address ranges and malware. Uncovered in 2018, the name 3ve was coined by the researchers who discovered it because their analysis determined it was made up of three distinct sub-operations.

All told, 3ve controlled over 1 million IPs from both residential botnet infections and corporate IP spaces [...]. In aggregate, the operation also produced more than 10,000 counterfeit domains, and generated over 3 billion daily bid requests at its peak. We estimate that portions of the bot operation spanned over 1,000 servers in data centers allocated to various functions needed for this type of large-scale operation.

---

11 Ibid., page 10
3ve first established fake websites and then used a combination of malware installed on unsuspecting users’ computers, and BGP route hijacking to impersonate users visiting these fake websites. These “users” would then trigger what the online advertising industry calls an “ad bid request”, which initiates a bidding auction between advertisers wishing to show an advertisement to this “user”. The advertiser that wins the auction pays the fake website to display their advertisement to the fake user. Most of the payment for the ad imprint is transferred to 3ve.

To facilitate their route hijacking, 3ve set up two real autonomous systems (ASes). One the researchers nicknamed ALPHA was set up in 2013, and another nicknamed BRAVO was set up in 2017. From a routing system perspective, ALPHA operated normally for four years before beginning to hijack networks in March 2017. This initial period of inactivity allowed them to establish a good reputation and history with other ASes. The networks they chose to hijack were mostly defunct ISPs and other networks that no one would notice were being routed by a different AS.

2.5 Issues with Determining Intent

Two terms are often used to describe unwanted routing events on the Internet, route leaks and route hijacks. Other groups and researchers have defined these and similar terms in different ways.\(^{12,13,14}\) In this report their primary difference is the real or perceived intent of the entity initially sending the improper information.

The commonly used term “route leak” is often attributed to a BGP speaker that unintentionally propagates a route without authorization. Often route leaks are attributed to user error, software bugs or improperly applied filters on routers. In most cases where a routing event is classified as a leak the impacted prefixes became unreachable by some portion of the Internet, resulting in a denial of services to the impacted address ranges. Section 2.1 discusses a widely known leak, there are others.\(^{15,16}\)

The commonly used term “route hijack”, on the other hand, is often attributed to malice, perpetrated by an entity able to send BGP announcements intending that they are accepted and propagated to other BGP speakers. In some cases of route hijacks, the services being operated in the redirected ranges will appear to operate as normal when viewed by an end user or system.

\(^{12}\) See RFC 7908: Problem Definition and Classification of BGP Route Leaks
administrator, but the entity hijacking the route(s) may use, alter or drop some traffic. Sections 2.2 and 2.4 provide examples of malicious intent.

This document uses the generic term “routing incident” to refer to an event where the intent is unknown or not relevant.

3 The Relevance of Routing Security for the DNS

3.1 The DNS is Susceptible to Routing Incidents

The DNS protocol and DNS resolution are susceptible to routing incidents. By design, many authoritative DNS servers are promiscuous and will answer any query they receive. Generally, DNS clients do not authenticate the identity of the server that provides the answer, and do not DNSSEC validate signed responses. Additionally, stub resolvers have no visibility into which authoritative servers provided answers to the recursive resolver they originally queried. A routing attack can thus easily enable substitution of one server for another.

By default DNS transactions occur in the clear, without any transport encryption. There are new technologies being deployed to address this (e.g., DNS-over-TLS, DNS-over-HTTPS, DNS-over-QUIC), but currently the vast majority of DNS queries are in the clear and use UDP as the transport protocol. Absent the client validating the server’s identity, as commonly found in transport encryption such as TLS, a routing attack can successfully substitute one server for the intended server without the awareness of the client. This allows the substituting server to behave in a potentially malicious manner, such as returning incorrect data.

Routing attacks can alter the network path of a query, thereby allowing third parties to inspect DNS queries or otherwise eavesdrop on transactions. This has obvious implications for the privacy of DNS queries and other plain text protocols. It also opens up an attack vector where the observer can forge a response. Because DNS resolution is commonly implemented as a single transaction, DNS clients will accept the first response they get as the anticipated response. Subsequent responses will then be ignored. Thus, a malicious actor who is able to respond faster (e.g., an on-path attacker closer to the DNS client) than the legitimate responder may be believed and have a high probability to succeed in their attack.

3.2 Portions of the DNS Infrastructure Susceptible to Routing Hijacks

A typical DNS transaction starts with a stub resolver sending a query to a recursive resolver, causing that recursive resolver to query multiple authoritative servers. This is shown in Figure 1: Client C sends an initial query to Recursive Resolver D, which then recursively queries multiple authoritative servers, including Authoritative Server A. Any one of these transaction sets can be hijacked and the response passed back to the client. As the popularity of public recursive

17 See RFC 7858: Specification for DNS over Transport Layer Security (TLS)
18 See RFC 8484: DNS Queries over HTTPS (DoH)
19 See RFC 9250: DNS over Dedicated QUIC Connections
resolvers increases, the traffic between the stub and recursive resolver becomes a more interesting target for attackers. When stubs send queries to recursive resolvers not located in the same AS or otherwise topologically local, there is the possibility of a route hijack interfering with their communications.

Recursive resolvers may perform queries to multiple authoritative servers in order to resolve a single name, with each query determining the name servers of the next zone that needs to be queried, and therefore the intended destination of subsequent packets. If an attacker can hijack one of these queries successfully, they can easily determine where every subsequent query will go, and thereby forge the resulting response.

The increasing use of anycast by DNS authoritative server operators adds a new wrinkle to an already complex situation. Anycast is a technology that uses multiple servers to answer traffic sent to the same IP address. All DNS servers in an anycast network should behave roughly the same, and respond in the same way to the queries they receive. If an attacker can perform a route hijack against a single anycast instance it can be very difficult to detect by the anycast operator, since all the other anycast instances will continue to behave normally. If the attacker has a specific target in mind, and they know that this target will always use a specific anycast instance in their DNS resolution path, the attacker only has to disrupt the routing between that single instance and the target. If an anycast network operator uses unique autonomous system numbers (ASNs) for each anycast instance it may be easier for the operator to detect when new instances are introduced by attackers.

Transport Layer encryption on the Internet primarily uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) and TLS end-point identity is rooted in domain names. When a client makes a TLS connection to an end-point it includes in its handshake a Server Name Indication (SNI) which is a domain name. When the end-point responds it sends back a certificate that is linked to this domain name. This way the client can ensure they are connecting to a server that is controlled by the same party that controls the domain name listed in the server’s certificate. If an attacker is able to convince a public key infrastructure (PKI) certification authority (CA) that they control a domain they can get a certificate issued for that domain, and thereby convince any client connecting to their malicious server that they are a legitimate server for this domain. Certification authorities rely on the Internet’s routing system just like any other Internet end-point. It should be noted that protection against these kinds of attacks can be improved by using DNSSEC validation, DNS CAA records, and HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS), and similar security mechanisms. Such mechanisms make it significantly harder for an attacker to succeed with route hijacks.

This implies that if an attacker can intercept and reply to DNS queries (e.g., TXT record checks) coming from a certification authority, and the domains being queried are not DNSSEC signed,

21 See RFC 6382: Unique Origin Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs) per Node for Globally Anycasted Services
22 See RFC 6844: DNS Certification Authority Authorization (CAA) Resource Record
23 See RFC 6797: HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)
the attacker may be able to impersonate the targeted domain and acquire a TLS certificate for that domain.\textsuperscript{24,25}

In addition to the risks posed by routing hijacks on DNS resolution, routing security is also important for the registration of domain names. This goes for the connection between the registrant and registrar, as well as the connection between the registrar and registry. Both of these connections are normally secured using Transport Layer Security (TLS). Registrants connecting to registrars will typically use HTTPS, and registrars connecting to registries should be using Extensible Provisioning Protocol (EPP) over TLS with client certificates.\textsuperscript{26} If the client and server do not implement mutual TLS validation (mTLS) a route hijack attack could successfully impersonate the client.\textsuperscript{27}

### 3.2.1 Denial of Service

The DNS was designed for an Internet where uninterrupted connectivity could not be assumed, the DNS often includes a component of redundant provisioning (i.e., multiple name servers) and because of this remains relatively resistant to denial of service (DoS) attacks. Caching and built-in retrying in resolvers accounts for much of this resiliency, and the use of anycast for authoritative servers helps here as well.

Stub resolvers usually have more than one recursive resolver configured. If the first one fails they will use the second, and there are usually multiple authoritative servers as well. Once a recursive resolver has resolved a name, that information should stay cached in that resolver for the length of the time-to-live (TTL) of the record. This redundancy and caching baked into the DNS protocol requires that effective DoS attacks against the DNS be prolonged and broad. An attacker will usually have an easier time attacking something else, such as a web server, if the goal is to interrupt service.

There is an important trade off for operators to consider when configuring TTLs for DNS records their infrastructure depends on.\textsuperscript{28,29} Configuring longer TTLs means that in the case of a DoS attack these records will persist for longer in caches and be more difficult to take offline or otherwise update. However, this comes with the cost of not being able to make quick changes to DNS information. Some organizations may wish to make regular and frequent changes to their DNS records and have those changes propagate quickly through DNS recursive server caches. While short TTLs may facilitate rapid changes, if the authoritative servers hosting these records


\textsuperscript{26} See RFC 5734: Extensible Provisioning Protocol (EPP) Transport over TCP

\textsuperscript{27} See RFC 8446: The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol Version 1.3

\textsuperscript{28} See RFC 9199: Considerations for Large Authoritative DNS Server Operators
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become unavailable for even a short period of time the records will also become unavailable. One mitigation for this is for resolver operators to continue serving data past when the authoritative servers they originally received that data from become unreachable. Details such as how long to keep this stale data, and when to discard it are described in RFC 8767.30

The route hijack attack MyEtherWallet / Route53 (See Section 2.2) illustrates this tradeoff well. The attackers executed a route hijack against Amazon’s Route53 DNS service and returned SERVFAIL for all queries not related to myetherwallet.com, the attacker’s intended target. The attack lasted for roughly two hours. Thus, DNS zones hosted at Route53 with TTLs shorter than two hours did not persist in DNS caches for the entire attack, and their corresponding sites suffered outages as a result. Other sites using DNS records with longer TTLs were more likely to stay online during the Route53 DNS outage.

Authoritative DNS operators can increase their resiliency against DoS attacks and routing incidents by hosting authoritative servers in different networks. Using different autonomous systems, with different network prefixes, and with different providers increases operational diversity.31

Unlike the DNS resolution processes, the DNS provisioning processes are not able to make use of caching to protect against DoS attacks. Consider the DNS provisioning processes of how a registrant registers, or initiates changes, to a domain via a registrar: a registrant logs into a registrar’s website and initiates a change; that registrar then sends EPP commands to a registry’s EPP endpoint; finally, that registry records and makes changes to DNS records it hosts. Any of the Internet-accessible endpoints (e.g., registry’s EPP endpoint) are susceptible to a DoS attack by malicious actors wishing to interrupt their service. However, the services hosted at these endpoints are rarely time critical, and usually a short postponement of their availability will not result in dire implications for any party. Thus, a DoS attack against these endpoints must be prolonged to be most impactful.

3.3 Alleviating Routing Risks to DNS Resolution

While routing security is important, it is not a substitute for other technologies also key to securing the DNS. It is only one part of a complete approach to securing a network. Other technologies such as DNSSEC, domain name certificates for TLS and channel encryption remain important as well.

DNS-over-TLS (DoT), DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH), and DNS-over-QUIC (DoQ) are relatively new technologies that provide channel encryption between clients and recursive resolvers.32,33 They are currently only defined for the transit leg between the stub and recursive resolver, and both provide transport layer encryption. In cases where the DNS data being queried is DNSSEC

30 See RFC 8767: Serving Stale Data to Improve DNS Resiliency
31 See SAC005: DNS Infrastructure Recommendation Of the Security and Stability Advisory Committee
32 See SAC109: The Implications of DNS over HTTPS and DNS over TLS
33 See RFC 9250: DNS over Dedicated QUIC Connections
signed, and the recursive resolver performs DNSSEC validation, these protocols can help secure the final leg between the stub resolver and the DNSSEC validating recursive resolver.

DNSSEC can ensure the authenticity of data received from DNS responses if the response data is signed and the querying party performs validation. Typically DNSSEC validation occurs in the recursive resolver. A stub sends a query to a recursive resolver, which performs the necessary queries to resolve the name, and then also performs DNSSEC validation on all the responses. This means that if all the data is signed, the recursive resolver is able to validate all the data it receives from authoritative servers before sending any data back to the stub.

If the DNS stub resolver implemented DNSSEC validation of signed responses, the client would detect any compromise of the recursive resolver that results in false responses, independent of the protocol used for the DNS queries. However, few DNS stub resolvers perform DNSSEC validation. Therefore if an attacker is able to subvert the connection between the stub and the recursive resolver this validation exercise is rendered irrelevant. DNSSEC itself is not perfect, and should not be relied upon as the only mechanism for defense against all potential attacks.

4. Routing Security Mechanisms

In 1994 when RFC1105 introduced BGP, a rogue BGP speaker was not a substantial concern of the protocol design.\textsuperscript{34} As the Internet grew, and the number of attached networks increased, the implicit trustworthiness of all networks on the Internet waned. BGP was not designed to operate with assured integrity when the accuracy of some routing information is doubtful, leaving the network operator community with the task of developing mitigations to the issues that have emerged. This section covers the primary ongoing efforts introduced to enhance Internet routing security.

While much of this section focuses on BGP, Internet routing security encompasses more than just the BGP protocol. Internet routing security is contingent upon many things: BGP protocol security, accuracy of routing policy, and robust operations. All of these are important. Securing BGP information is important. However, if an operator does not configure their routing policies correctly they may improperly communicate a route. Likewise, operators should monitor their networks, practice good operational security, and follow sound operational procedures.\textsuperscript{35}

It is safe to assume that attacks that leverage weaknesses in the routing system will continue, including those that exploit new defenses we describe, for example by using insider threats or coercion. Operators must remain vigilant and continue to improve their posture as new tools and tactics emerge.

\textsuperscript{34} See RFC 1105: A Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
4.1 Routing Registries

A network operator can register their autonomous system (AS) and the prefixes they originate in a routing registry. This allows other operators to consult the registry to see what prefixes and routes a given AS should be announcing. The Internet Routing Registry (IRR) pre-dates most other efforts in this space, and dates back to the routing work of the early 1990’s. Internet routing registries describe, in advance, all of the routes that a network is capable of announcing so that other networks could reject announcements not in this list.

Each participating operator submits policy data. Clients may use the routing registry to determine the stated policies for a particular AS, including what ASes are providers for this AS, and which ASes are peers or customers of this AS. Additional information provided to a routing registry by an operator could include policy concerning the configuration of BGP communities and the policy responses associated with particular community settings.

However, the utility of a routing registry approach for securing routing has some limitations. Firstly, a routing registry does not only provide information about currently active routes, but normally also includes a larger set of potential routes. Some potential routes may be validly described according to a routing registry, but undesirable from a more global point of view. Second, the quality of the data in the routing registries relies on sufficient authorization of changes or additions to the registry. In addition, some ASes do not want to publicly expose their peering agreements, and routing registries do not normally implement any form of limited disclosure of registry contents.

The contents of different routing registries are not necessarily mutually consistent and there is no clear way to resolve conflicts between them. There is no common authority model ensuring that only authorized parties may publish routing policy data about their own address prefixes and ASes, there is also no common way to describe the intended lifetime of the information these registries contain. Old information that is no longer current or relevant sits alongside current information, and this sits along with contingency information that may never be actually used.

Routing registries are most useful when they are carefully and continuously managed for consistency, coverage and accuracy. The accuracy and usefulness of the information rapidly declines if the information in the registry is neglected. Routing registries appear to work best in defined and carefully scoped contexts with active curation of the registry content for its

---

37 See RFC 7682: Considerations for Internet Routing Registries (IRRs) and Routing Policy Configuration
38 See RFC 2622: Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL)
39 See RFC 4012: Routing Policy Specification Language next generation (RPSLng)
40 Contingency information refers to information intended to be used in case of an emergency.
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completeness and accuracy. When they take on a broader scope, or are not actively managed, their consistency and utility falls.41,42,43

It is not uncommon for transit providers and IXPs to require peers and customers to register routing information in IRRs, so that the provider can create their routing filters based on this registered information.44 However, such IRR-based protection against route hijacks may be circumvented by malicious updates of IRR data. As described earlier, this is an arms race. As operators develop defenses against existing vulnerabilities attackers will seek ways to subvert those defenses.45 Some researchers have proposed that an additional layer of independently verifiable accountability will be necessary to identify trustworthy actors in the Internet resource ecosystem.46

4.2 Resource Public Key Infrastructure

An approach to provide protection of the integrity of the content of BGP messages is to use digital signatures to provide a set of credentials that allow relying parties to verify the correctness of the information carried in BGP. This does not protect the BGP message directly, but is intended to provide a way for a receiver of a message to validate certain aspects of the information in a BGP update message. This partial approach resolves some, but not all existing issues related to the security of BGP operation. Discussions on the efficacy of the RPKI are ongoing.47,48 At the same time RPKI is strongly recommended or may soon be required by some regulators.49

41 See RFC 2725: Routing Policy System Security
Digital signatures are used because the number and identities of all eventual recipients of the information are not known in advance, and non-repudiation is desirable.\textsuperscript{50} Verification of the contents of an update message is not only a test of whether the BGP information has been altered in any way during its transit between BGP speakers, but also a test of whether the message represents information relating to a valid address prefix, valid AS numbers, correct origination information, and correct processing of the message during propagation.

This requires a means of verification where the issuer of any security credentials relating to origination and propagation is not necessarily known to the party that is validating the information. This typically uses a form of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), which involves a chain of trust from a trust anchor to the subject of the verification. The PKI is used to associate a public key with an entity that has functional control of an IP address prefix or an AS number. The certificate issuance practices are intended to support transitive trust in this association.

The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) has adopted X.509 public key certificates and a certificate extension that uses a list of IP address resources and AS numbers as the foundation for this number RPKI.\textsuperscript{51,52} The holder of the matching private key is the current functional controller of those IP addresses and AS number and can digitally sign authorities and attestations about such number resources within the context of the RPKI.

The RPKI is different from PKI in other contexts as the requirements related to adding digital signatures to the routing domain are different from those of other PKI deployment environments. The common question that a PKI attempts to answer is, "Is this data authentic?" For a typical PKI this is a singular question relating to one subject drawn from the larger set of certificates that make up the PKI (e.g., TLS validating a single certificate). But when we look at routing and the RPKI, the routing data is not singular, but encompasses the entire collection of information, and the test is applied to the entire set of attestations that compose the RPKI. An RPKI user\textsuperscript{53} cannot choose, or even know, when an attestation to validate a routing message will be needed, because routes can change at any time. What this means is that every RPKI user needs to have access to the entire collection of signed RPKI attestations at all times, which is the major point that makes the RPKI different.

### 4.2.1 RPKI Distribution

This requirement for all participating entities to have access to all the RPKI data at all times poses a design challenge in how to manage the RPKI and use it in a routing protocol such as BGP.

A basic approach here is for each Internet Registry to publish their RPKI certificate products in their own publication point. This is analogous to the pre-CDN model of web content publication, where each element is independently published. In this case publication is easy, but the onus is

---

\textsuperscript{50} Non-repudiation in this context refers to the specific inability of the digital signer to deny they are the entity that signed the message.

\textsuperscript{51} See RFC 3779: X.509 Extensions for IP Addresses and AS Identifiers

\textsuperscript{52} See RFC 6487: A Profile for X.509 PKIX Resource Certificates

\textsuperscript{53} A user is generally called a relying party in the nomenclature of PKI.
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shifted to the relying party client or BGP validator, who has to assemble a local cache of all RPKI signed data. It becomes the task of RPKI clients to maintain a local cache of the entire RPKI by continuously sweeping across these publication points looking for and retrieving changes, and validating all such signed objects as they are received.

The drawback of this distributed approach is that there is no notification model to advise relying parties of any changes to the set of published products. This implies a need for these clients to constantly sweep all the RPKI publication points to ensure that their local cache is up to date. What “up to date” means is relative here, but it is worth remembering that there is a considerable time lag between publication of updates and RPKI-aware BGP speakers acting on this updated information, potentially of the order of minutes, or even hours. That represents a potentially challenging timing objective if the system has to scale up to the size of the Internet’s routing environment.  

4.2.2 Use of the RPKI for BGP

Route origin validation (ROV) builds upon the earlier work on Routing Registries (See Section 4.1), where a prefix holder is able to publish information as to how an address prefix is to be announced into the routing system by designating the AS number(s) that are permitted to originate a routing announcement for that prefix. In the RPKI framework this information is published as a signed route origin authorization (ROA).  

An ROA signed by an address prefix holder denotes permission for an AS to originate a route.

There are a number of additional implications associated with publishing an ROA. The first is that no other AS has permission to announce that prefix when there is a cryptographically valid ROA extant in the RPKI system. If the prefix holder wishes to authorize multiple ASes to originate a route for a particular prefix, then the prefix holder must generate multiple ROAs. This means that an address holder can declare that a prefix should not be routed at all by issuing an ROA that provides permission to AS0 (AS zero). Secondly, the ROA denies permission for any AS to originate a prefix that is more specific than the prefix listed in the ROA. There is a MaxLength attribute of an ROA that may be used to define a range of more-specific prefix lengths that are permitted by an ROA. Thirdly, there is no acknowledgment of the ROA on the part of the designated AS. A prefix holder may publish an ROA providing permission to an AS that is unaware of the permission.

---


55 See RFC 6482: A Profile for Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs)

56 See RFC 6483: Validation of Route Origination Using the Resource Certificate Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs)

### 4.3 AS Path and BGPsec

The BGPsec protocol is an extension to BGP that is intended to allow validation of the AS Path attribute.\footnote{See RFC 8205: BGPsec Protocol Specification} It represents a relatively high overhead to pay for a limited set of assurances and a limited protective capability. Furthermore, there is a more extreme view that BGPsec cannot achieve any of the security properties due to the fundamental design principles of BGP and BGPsec. See Appendix C for more discussion of these points.

## 5 Operating Secured Infrastructure

### 5.1 Monitoring

Network monitoring is the continual observation of a network to detect anomalies and failures. It is how an operator gains intelligence about the actual operation of their network and establishes a baseline that reflects normal operation. The primary purpose of network monitoring is to detect failures and other abnormalities, so that they can be fixed quickly and efficiently. Monitoring can also help in predicting imminent or intermittent failures before they become permanent, and help spot any anomalous behavior that requires further investigation. Good monitoring of a network provides the engineers responsible for its operation pointers to things that they should investigate further, without overwhelming them with false positives that waste their time.

Anomalous behavior is often first identified in application misbehavior. For example, if an authoritative DNS server starts returning many NXDOMAIN responses or experiences a large drop in the number of queries it is receiving, there is likely a DNS or routing issue that warrants further investigation. It is usually easier and cheaper for operators of DNS infrastructure to monitor the behavior of their DNS infrastructure than it is for them to set up monitoring of their routing infrastructure (e.g., monitoring BGP neighbors). If budget is available it is best to monitor both application behavior and underlying routing infrastructure, since monitoring only DNS will not uncover all routing issues. Waiting for routing issues to manifest as application issues can leave routing issues unattended and will impact service in the meantime as applications may continue to function in a degraded fashion during partial routing or DNS failures.

To spot irregular behavior it is first necessary to identify and note what regular behavior is. Network traffic and applications show patterns of behavior, and a good monitoring system will help reveal those patterns to an observer. As the observer becomes aware of these expected patterns, the observer will then trigger on behaviors that are outside of this comfortable norm.
There is a certain amount of learned experience and intuition in an observer’s ability to ignore expected behavior, and that improves over time. A good monitoring system should facilitate this learning process, and be configurable enough to allow for evolving system behavior.

Every organization responsible for keeping a network up and running will need to find their own balance, and make their own decisions about how much to budget for monitoring. One way to think about monitoring is that it mitigates risk to an organization’s business by providing information about its operations. Like other decisions around mitigating risk, such as purchasing insurance for important assets, every organization will have its own appetite for risk and will make its own decisions about how best to manage risk. There is typically a diminishing rate of return for investments in monitoring. As more money is spent on monitoring the marginal capability decreases. Thus, small investments in monitoring can have a large effect, while subsequent investments will provide less useful information than earlier investments.

Network monitoring can be done in-house or outsourced depending on the needs and available budget of the organization responsible for the network. The best solution for most network operators will likely be a combination of both. Since every operation is different, and vendors usually want to sell generic services to as many customers as possible, some customization will inevitably be required for any organization that wishes to comprehensively monitor their network and applications.

The rest of this section discusses monitoring from within a network (endogenous monitoring), and monitoring from outside of a network (exogenous monitoring).

5.1.1 Endogenous Monitoring - The View from Inside

Endogenous monitoring is when an organization monitors their ability to reach other networks from their own network. It is typically cheaper and easier to do than exogenous monitoring since it can be self hosted and there exist off the shelf and open source tools for this kind of monitoring.

Every network will have a different ‘view’ of the Internet depending on what other networks they connect to, and how they connect to them. Most networks on the Internet have well-defined upstream providers who provide them service to the rest of the Internet. The term ‘dual-homed’ is used to describe networks that connect to the rest of the Internet via two or more providers for redundancy and best path selection. For these kinds of networks their connectivity to the Internet is entirely dependent on the providers they have chosen. What should be monitored is then determined by their connectivity to their providers’ networks, and the connectivity between their providers and the rest of the Internet. The most important connectivity to monitor for these kinds of networks are the connections to their upstream providers. It is the upstream provider’s job to ensure connectivity to the greater Internet.

Outsourcing connectivity to an upstream provider does not outsource the responsibility of maintaining connectivity. If some part of the Internet is unreachable it is still the reputation of the organization providing the network that will be harmed in the case of downtime. If an organization knows that many of their customers come from a specific region of the world they
may want to specifically monitor the connectivity between their network and that region, and to important network providers in that region.

5.1.2 Exogenous Monitoring - The View from Outside

Exogenous monitoring is when an organization monitors connectivity with their own network from other networks. It allows an organization to monitor how their network is seen from other networks on the Internet. Without this kind of monitoring an organization may not be able to discover how other networks connect to them nor detect anomalies in those connections.

This monitoring is important, but is usually more expensive because it requires the installation of vantage points outside of the network being monitored, and outside vendors will typically need to be engaged to place these vantage points. This is a complex space with diverse offerings, and vendor solutions tend to be wrapped in externally provided services that are not an ideal match to any particular set of monitoring requirements. There is always a trade off between how much an organization wants to monitor, and how much that organization is willing to spend on monitoring.

Anycast adds considerable complexity to exogenous monitoring. In order for an operator to monitor every anycast instance deployed it is probably necessary to have at least one vantage point close to each anycast instance. However, as routing in the Internet is dynamic and subject to change, a vantage point that connects to one anycast instance today may connect to a different one tomorrow.

While specific DNS queries can be used to determine which anycast instance is responding, and thereby the closest instance, it must be noted that an attacker can forge these responses thereby tricking the monitor into thinking it is connecting to a specific anycast instance when it in fact is not.\(^61\),\(^62\),\(^63\) One difficult aspect of monitoring an anycast network is determining whether a monitor’s closest instance changed because of a malicious or benign routing change, and if because of this change there is now an instance, or multiple instances, that are no longer being monitored. An attacker may also be able to deploy their own anycast instance that is closer to the target of an attack.

Using a vendor’s anycast network is often easier than an organization deploying their own, but the individual instances still need to be monitored, and the monitoring solution provided by the vendor may not be a good fit for the application that needs to be monitored. Once again, there is no ideal set of requirements for monitoring an anycast network and tradeoffs must be made that take into account available budget and security requirements. Understanding these trade offs and making informed decisions regarding them requires that an organization have access to specific expertise on anycast networking, and not just general routing expertise.

---

\(^{61}\) See RFC 4892: Requirements for a Mechanism Identifying a Name Server Instance

\(^{62}\) See RFC 5001: DNS Name Server Identifier (NSID) Option

\(^{63}\) See Fan, Xun, John Heidemann, and Ramesh Govindan. “Evaluating Anycast in the Domain Name System.” In 2013 Proceedings IEEE INFOCOM, 1681–89. Turin, Italy: IEEE, 2013. [https://doi.org/10.1109/INFCOM.2013.6566965](https://doi.org/10.1109/INFCOM.2013.6566965)
5.2 Operator Coordination

When problems occur it is important for operators to know who to contact outside of their organization to help remediate issues. For networks that do not provide transit services for other networks, and that only interact with one or two upstream providers, this can be as simple as knowing someone at these providers to call when things go wrong. For networks that provide transit services for other networks the list of contacts will be more extensive. It is largely the number and kind of connections a network has with other networks that should determine the level of effort invested in developing good contacts at other network operators.\(^{64}\) Regardless of the scale and type of collaboration desired, the important thing is to develop relationships before a problem occurs.

Network operator groups (NOGs) exist partly to help facilitate this relationship building. Any network operator, regardless of how complex their network is, can benefit from participating in their regional NOG and getting to know the people who operate the networks in their region. Regional NOGs exist at many levels from metro, to national, to regional. Not every issue is global in nature, and not every operational issue requires the assistance of all NOGs. Thus local NOGs are generally the first point of contact for many issues. For network operators that will invariably experience downtime, or other serious issues, investing time and social capital into building relationships and trust up front is well worth the cost.\(^{65}\)

NOGs also facilitate information sharing and provide education for staff of network operators who may not otherwise have access to knowledge sharing outlets, especially in regions where knowledge of networking fundamentals may be lacking. Participating in a NOG, even if only online, enhances the expertise of networkers while also facilitating their network and career growth.

6 Summary

Every transaction that takes place on the Internet relies on the routing system to function. The DNS, since it relies on making transactions over the Internet therefore relies on routing as well. The routing system is complex, and packets often traverse many networks before reaching their destination. Each network, or autonomous system (AS), establishes relationships with each of its adjacent networks and learns of distant networks through a process that can be described as routing by rumor. Because of this, each network with more than one connection may have its own view of the Internet, and its own best routes to every other network connected to the Internet.

---


Attacker's can take advantage of this by injecting false routes, or other false information into the routing system. Mistakes can also occur through misconfigurations, and it can be difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between whether a routing incident was an unintentional accident or an intentional malicious act to divert traffic. The DNS protocol is particularly susceptible to routing attacks, but it is also more resilient to denial of service attacks than many other Internet applications through the explicit use of multiple service points in DNS configurations. Performing DNSSEC validation on signed domain names can protect against routing hijacks that attempt to subvert DNS answers by responding to queries with false data.

Internet routing security is a combination of BGP protocol security, accuracy of routing policy, and robust operations. Internet routing registries are registries where network operators voluntarily provide information about the address prefixes they originate and propagate. They can be useful, but their utility degrades when they are not actively maintained, or attempt to take on too broad a scope. The RPKI builds upon the earlier work of routing registries by associating digital signatures with some of the information found in Internet routing messages.

There is no universal solution to routing security that will function equally well for every organization and the network, or networks, for which it is responsible. Each organization must make its own decisions regarding how best to secure their routing infrastructure. Organizations should monitor their routes and be able to distinguish between normal and anomalous routing before an incident occurs. Both monitoring from inside the network looking out, and monitoring from outside looking in are important and provide distinct vantage points from which to gather intelligence. Whether an organization chooses to outsource their monitoring or not they are still responsible for their network’s reputation. Every organization responsible for operating a network needs some access to routing expertise, and it is in an organization’s best interest to assist their staff in forming friendly relationships with other networking engineers.
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Appendix B: RPKI

When routing security is discussed, the first tool reference is often Resource Public Key Infrastructure or RPKI. RPKI was introduced in 2012 with its architecture being described in RFC6480 and subsequent components being covered in RFC6481, RFC6482, RFC6483, RFC6484, RFC6485, RFC6486, RFC6487, RFC6488, RFC6489, RFC6490, RFC6491, RFC6492, and RFC6493.

In short, RPKI is a way for entities who are assigned IP Address resources from a regional Internet registry (RIR) to assert which autonomous systems (AS) or systems are allowed to originate a prefix. These assertions are then cryptographically signed by the delegated RIR, using a key the RIR publishes in a defined format called a route origination authorization (ROA). These ROAs are then published by the RIR in a database they operate where operators may look up ROAs in order to validate announcements they receive. ROAs also allow resource holders to limit the maximum prefix length for their announcements if they choose to. When not specified, announcements are restricted to the prefix length published in the ROA.

RPKI ROAs only specify the AS allowed to originate the prefix, the origin AS, and have no way of specifying the path by which traffic should reach that origin. As a result of this limitation, an attacker who intends to propagate a malicious announcement can append the authorized origin AS to their AS and announce that route to their neighbors, potentially allowing them to intercept traffic which would traverse their network.

While not preventing a determined adversary, RPKI provides some protections from many common sources of routing incidents, such as an incorrectly entered prefix, or a route server incorrectly advertising a prefix to neighboring ASes.

In addition to the resource holders needing to generate correct ROAs for their resources, other operators of BGP speakers also need to implement RPKI validation within their networks and to drop any routes which are not validated according to the defined process. In recent years, the adoption of RPKI validation has started to increase, partially driven by efforts of some network operators, in addition to initiatives like Mutually Agreed Norms for Routing Security (MANRS).66

---

Appendix C: BGPsec

The BGPsec protocol is an extension to BGP that is intended to allow validation of the AS Path attribute. Unlike route origin validation (ROV), BGPsec is not implemented in an off-router mode, but is implemented through the definition of non-transitive BGP AS Path attributes. These attributes carry the digital signatures produced by the AS that propagates a BGP UPDATE message. These signatures, signed by the AS, provide confidence that every AS listed in the AS Path attribute has handled the propagation of this prefix, that the order in the AS Path is the exact order of propagation of the UPDATE message through the inter-domain routing space, and each AS listed has explicitly authorized the propagation of an UPDATE message to its eBGP peer.

BGPsec appears to be solidly based on the concepts first described in earlier sBGP work. Each eBGP speaker generates a digital signature that covers the information it received (including that digital signature) and the AS number to whom this UPDATE is to be sent. There is a wealth of detail behind this simple explanation, but it can be summarized by the observation that this mechanism ties the network prefix to the AS Path in the UPDATE message. The IETF Secure Inter-Domain Routing (SIDR) working group provided a detailed exposition of BGPsec's design decisions.

Stepwise AS Path validation cannot tolerate AS Sets in this approach, nor AS Confederation Sets, and are in the process of being deprecated in response to this limitation. In a similar vein BGP Route Reflectors require special processing, as do private AS numbers.

There are a number of consequences of this design approach.

The first, and perhaps the most important consequence, is that piecemeal incremental deployment is simply not possible in BGPsec. When an UPDATE is passed from a BGPsec BGP speaker to a non-BGPsec BGP speaker all BGPsec attributes are lost. Thus, if that UPDATE is further propagated to a BGPsec BGP speaker the initial BGPsec information is unavailable. In today's Internet the consequences of this highly constrained deployment scenario are significant impediments to widespread adoption.

This approach also places a high cryptographic processing load on BGPsec-aware BGP speakers. Some skepticism that this is a feasible proposal for the Internet's routing infrastructure guided the design of the RPKI to router protocol. However, for BGPsec not only are routers expected to
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67 See RFC 8205: BGPsec Protocol Specification
68 See RFC 4301: Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol
69 See RFC 8374: BGPsec Design Choices and Summary of Supporting Discussions
70 See RFC 6472: Recommendation for Not Using AS_SET and AS_CONFED_SET in BGP
72 See RFC 6810: The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) to Router Protocol
process the BGPsec messages, but also hold secure private keys to perform signing on the fly for outgoing UPDATE messages.

Thirdly, while this approach can provide some assurance regarding the "correct" operation of the BGP protocol and can detect efforts to tamper with update messages, there is no protection against spurious WITHDRAW messages, no ability to ascertain the alignment of the route object with the network's forwarding state and no protection of alignment of the UPDATE with the policy state. In other words, route leaks can still occur in BGPsec.

In summary, BGPsec represents a relatively high overhead to pay for a limited set of assurances and a limited protective capability. Furthermore, there is a more extreme view that BGPsec cannot achieve any of the security properties due to the fundamental design principles of BGP and BGPsec.